Efficacy Letter
RE: eSight Eyewear: Revolutionary Technology for those with Low Vision
To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Rob Hilkes, Vice President of Clinical & Regulatory Affairs at eSight, a company that makes
electronic glasses that give people who are legally blind dramatically improved eyesight. eSight is an
engineering breakthrough which uses a camera, two high definition OLED screens, and proprietary
algorithms to capture and enhance exactly what the user is looking at - in virtually real time.
eSight is a clinically validated wearable device that is inspected by Health Canada and registered with
the FDA as a Class 1 Medical Device. eSight has been the subject of two different clinical studies, the
most recent showing statistically significant improvements in acuity, contrast, and quality of life, without
compromising mobility. Test centres include Bascom Palmer Eye Research Institute, Wilmer Eye
Institute, University of Michigan Kellogg Eye Center, University of Toronto, Toronto Western Hospital,
The Center for Retina and Macular DIsease, and Université de Montréal, École d’optométrie de la Vision.
Further, eSight has been heralded by mainstream press as a true innovation for the visually impaired,
recently being deemed by TIME Magazine as “Best Tech of 2017” so far.
eSight enhances functional vision for a wide array of individuals with low vision who have varying
medical conditions. At this time, eSight has benefited and improved the lives of thousands of individuals,
a group with over 60 unique eye conditions and from various walks of life. There are thousands of
incredibly touching stories available online of people using eSight, and seeing things for the first time.
eSight can help people get back to work, excel in school, perform all activities of daily living, or to simply
see the faces of loved ones, and enjoy the experiences in life that most of us take for granted.
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at 1-855-837-4448 x103.
Regards,
Rob Hilkes
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